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Australian Astronomers were involved in
one of the most significant Astronomical
projects of modern times. In 1887
Australian Astronomers agreed to
take part in The Carte du Ciel (literally,
‘Map of the Sky’) and the Astrographic
Catalogue projects. The two distinct
but connected projects were part of
a massive international collaboration,
initiated in the late 19th century, to
catalogue and map the positions of
millions of stars as faint as 11th or 12th
magnitude using powerful telescopes to
capture images of the night sky.

introduced in the 1970s. The legacy of
this important work came in the form of
almost 22,000 glass plate photographs
with images captured over a period of
90+ years.
Astrographic plates from the Melbourne observatory.

The
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Observatory plates were stored at the
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Sydney Observatory until 1984 when
Telescope built
they were transferred to Macquarie
by Howard
University
(MQU),
where
further
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research was undertaken. For 30 years
the irreplaceable glass plates remained
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safely and securely stored in the old library
observatories
at MQU, until it was decided by State
from around the
Records NSW that the collection should
globe were allocated
go on loan to the Museum of Applied
zones of the sky to
Arts and Sciences (MAAS) in Ultimo for
photograph, exposing
preservation and future social, as well
and measuring tens of
as scientific, study. The MAAS sought
thousands of (glass) photographic plates
advice from NSW authorities regarding
in an enormous observing programme
the collection who recommended the
extending over several decades.
glass plates be inspected to determine
Australian observatories in Sydney and
their condition in regards to contaminants
Melbourne, and then later Perth, were
before delivery to the MAAS repository.
essential to mapping the star-dense
The plates were examined by various
section of the sky visible from the
stakeholders where some dust etc.
Southern Hemisphere. Determining the
was noted and after much deliberation
positions of stars, only made visible due
it was decided the plates required
to photography, produced significant
a cursory level of decontamination
findings still utilised in astronomy research
before the MAAS could accept them
today. The photographic technologies
developed for the program made Photographic plates into their archives. As ADR
and sleeves
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projects
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collection
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negatives were considered
by Sydney Observatory. A
invaluable given they could
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not be replaced, ADR PTO
movement of stars was

ADR are very proud of
our involvement in the
Astrographic photo plates
cleaning/archiving project
and we are as equally
proud to be acknowledged
at the Museums Australia
National Conference which
brings together hundreds
of curators and academics
to
hear
presentations
and share experiences
on
interesting/significant
museum projects. One
such presentation was
delivered by two senior
members of the Sydney
Observatory
and
an
experienced conservator,
explaining
the
history
and significance of the
Astrographic glass plate
collection, also describing
the
process
involved
in removing, pack-out,
transporting,
cleaning,
cataloguing and archival
repacking the collection.
During this presentation,
ADR were recognised
for
the
professional,
safe, efficient and patient
fashion in which the
project was conducted.

“Yes ma’am, we could
decontaminate the filthy
plates in your 15 year old
son’s room, but couldn’t
you just put them in the
dishwasher?”
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were engaged to remove the priceless pieces from
the University library and transport them to ADR’s
Restoration facility for safe storage and processing. The
glass plates were removed from the compactus, logged,
carefully and gently wrapped, packed securely into
plastic transport containers, wheeled out of the library
on trolleys and then placed onto an air ride suspension
truck for safe transport. The containers were placed in
a single layer on the floor of the truck so as not to risk
any of them falling over during transport, therefore four
separate deliveries were required to transport the entire
collection (approximately 22,000 glass photographic
plates). There were also many documents and volumes
(approximately 50 boxes) included with the glass plates
such as log books, note books etc. These important
records were also transported to ADR’s document
facility for inspection
Environment
and
treatment.
chamber
Once the entire
collection of plates
and records was
safely delivered to
ADR, it was placed
into one of the
specially designed
and
engineered
storage chambers where humidity and temperature is
continually controlled and monitored. A collection such
as this represents significant importance to a number
of organisations so therefore many stakeholders were
interested in the process that ADR would undertake to
remove the potential contaminants. A series of on-site
meetings involving representatives from various NSW
Government entities and experienced conservators
were held to determine the most appropriate and cost
effective method to be employed. Once the process was
agreed on by all parties, ADR’s staff set-up a special
decontamination room within one of the environment
chambers, utilizing temporary containment barriers and
negative air systems to restrict the amount of manual
carrying required and to limit the opportunity for cross
contamination. The agreed process involved ADR staff
removing
plates
from
g the fragile
g
p
their
heir paper sleeves, inspecting
them
hem for damage etc. and then
placing
acing them onto specifically
designed
down
draft
esigned
tables
ables where they were
delicately
elicately brushed to
remove
emove
any
contaminants.
ontaminants.
Decontamination
process

The plates and the paper sleeves were then rehoused
in specially designed and manufactured non acidic
pouches and placed into new acid free boxes ready
for transport to the Museum.
Repackaging
process

The process included an inspection of the condition of
each plate before cleaning, therefore if any plates were
found to have damage such as emulsion peeling off
or cracks in the glass, they were separated from the
collection and set aside for an experienced conservator
to inspect the plates and exercise their expert skills to
clean the damaged photographic plates. One of the
basic requirements of the MAAS was for ADR to barcode and electronically catalogue the entire collection
during the decontamination process, therefore a
bespoke data recording system was developed by
ADR’s technical and engineering department which
was used to collect all significant data related to each
glass plate, such as the date, location, and the area
of the night sky being photographed etc. The creation
of such a data base was of crucial importance for
Museum staff tasked with archiving the collection and
for astronomers studying the information contained
within the special photographs.
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ADR’s document Remediation facility to remove any dust
and/or mould spores from the important materials prior
to delivery to the MAAS. The process included brushing
the paperwork on specially engineered down draft
tables and biological testing to demonstrate the efficacy
of the Remediation process. The decontamination of
the documentation and astrographic glass plates was
undertaken over several months with dozens of deliveries
to the museum throughout. No glass plates or precious
logbooks were damaged during the decontamination
process and the collection is now safely housed at the
MAAS. This collection is now available for astronomers
and historians to study and publish their research
findings internationally.
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